


January

Pan Macmillan



9780753445181

Paperback

January 2020
£6.99

Wow! Look What’s in 
Space
Carole Stott, illustrated by Ste Johnson

Ages 5 - 7

Blast off into space and discover a 

world of facts about planets, satellites, 

meteors, rockets and much more

• Full of jaw-dropping, bite-sized facts 

• Exciting artwork ‘clues’ lead readers 

through the book, linking 

information and helping stimulate 

discussion

• The next in the Wow! series 







9780753445419 

Paperback

January 2020
£6.99

Wow! Birds

Camilla de la Bedoyere, illustrated by 
Ste Johnson

Ages 5 - 7

Get ready to fly, soar, dive, and sing with 

beautiful birds from around the world

• Which bird can fly backwards? How 

do penguins keep warm? Does an 

ostrich really bury it's head in the 

sand?

• Full of jaw-dropping, bite-sized facts 

• Exciting artwork ‘clues’ lead readers 

through the book, linking information 

and helping stimulate discussion

• The next in the Wow! series 









9780753445167

Paperback

January 2020
£5.99

My First English-
Mandarin Word Book
Mandy Stanley

Ages 5 - 7

A bilingual introduction to words, shapes, 

numbers and colours 

• Appealing ‘look and say’ picture-word 

format provides perfect introduction to 

learning basic vocabulary

• Notes to parents and teachers provide 

effective approaches to language 

learning 

• With English-Mandarin word list and 

pronunciation guide







February

Pan Macmillan



9780753444597

Hardback

February 2020
£19.99

The Kingfisher Nature 
Encyclopedia
David Burnie

A beautiful, classic, authoritative 

encyclopedia for all the family

• Updated with brand-new photography 

and text updates 

• A comprehensive and fascinating 

introduction to the planet, its inhabitants 

and habitats 

• Special features highlight particular 

species, their lifestyles and characteristics

• Clear, authoritative text and more than 

1,000 breath-taking photographs and 

illustrations

Ages 7 - 9







March

Pan Macmillan



9780753445273

Paperback

March 2020
£10.99

The Football 
Encyclopedia
Clive Gifford

Ages 5 - 7

Discover everything you need to 

know about football with the 2020 

edition of The Football Encyclopedia

• Publishing to tie in with the UEFA 

Euro 2020 Championships

• Fully updated edition with updates 

on the World Cup 2018 and other 

international tournaments 

• Includes the very latest football 

facts and stats plus new player 

profiles and fully updated web links







9780753444856 

Hardback

March 2020
£9.99

What’s in the Picture?
Susie Brooks

Ages 7 - 9

The engaging follow-up title to Who’s in the 

Picture 

• Each artwork is accompanied by simple, 

engaging text and friendly cartoon-style 

illustrations 

• Features artworks by Old Masters, 

Impressionists and modern artists from 

galleries and museums around the globe 

• Fun, playful look-and-find questions 

encourage children to hunt for objects 

and other details

• Fits in with the STEAM approach to 

learning







April

Pan Macmillan



9780753446225

Paperback

June 2020
£6.99

Minecraft Earth

Ages 9 - 11

Become a Minecraft Earth master builder 

with this essential guide to the ultimate 

Augmented Reality game

• Minecraft Earth is set to be one of the 

biggest game releases, following the 

phenomenon of Pokemon Go

• Minecraft boasts 91 million monthly 

players, making it one of the most 

popular games among children

• Tips on how to build up your collection of 

blocks, mobs and rare items by finding 

Tappables. A complete guide to all the 

mobs you'll meet, including the new 

types developed specifically for 

Minecraft Earth







9780753445471

Hardback

April 2020
£12.99

The Germ Lab
Richard Platt

Ages 5 - 7

A gallery of bugs and pests tell you 

everything you want to know about 

deadly diseases and pox-like 

pestilence

• Visually appealing and humorous 

introduction to infections and 

diseases 

• Features case studies of specific 

epidemics and ‘eyewitness’ 

accounts from the rats, fly and 

creatures who spread diseases

• Illustrated throughout with brilliantly 

entertaining artwork







May

Pan Macmillan



9780753444993

Paperback

May 2020
£9.99

Around the World in 80 
Tales
Saviour Pirotta

Ages 7 - 9

A stunning storytelling journey across six 

continents with beautifully illustrated tales 

from 80 different cultures

• From a dragon princess in China to a 

clever peddler in Morocco, children will 

meet wonderful characters as they 

travel story-by-story around the globe

• Stories are arranged by continent, with 
a separate country-by country listing for 

easy reference

• Child-friendly retellings of traditional folk 

tales









9780753445457

Paperback

May 2020
£9.99

Amazing Machines: Rescue 
Vehicles
Tony Mitton

Ages 0 - 5

All your favourite rescue vehicles in one big 

book of adventure!

• Lovable animal characters navigate 

readers on an entertaining, fact-filled 

journey in three different rescue vehicles

• A picture dictionary identifying different 

vehicle parts builds vocabulary and 

makes learning about all kinds of 

vehicles exciting and fun

• Part of the Amazing Machines picture 

storybook series







June

Pan Macmillan



9780753445174

Paperback

June 2020
£6.99

Wow! Robots

Andrea Mills, illustrated by Ste 
Johnson

Ages 5 - 7

Discover all there is to know about robots 

and say "wow" time and time again

• Discover an amazing world of robots, 

how they're helpful, the tasks they do, 

and if robots will really take over the 

world? Learn surprising facts in this lively 

and fascinating picture book all about 

robots



* Spread from Wow! Robots



9780753445426

Paperback

June 2020
£6.99

Wow! Forests

Camilla de la Bedoyere, 
illustrated by Ste Johnson

Ages 5 - 7

Take a trip through all the types 

of forest and spot forest friends 

hiding among the trees

• Full of jaw-dropping bite-sized 

facts

Fun, brightly coloured

illustrations by Ste Johnson

Intriguing artwork "clues" lead 

readers through the book, 

linking information and 

prompting discussion

A perfect gift for young 

children curious about all 

types of forests and 

woodland



* Spread from Wow! Forests



* Spread from Wow! Forests



9780753445402

Hardback

June 2020
£9.99

How Many Mice Make an 
Elephant

Tracey Turner, illustrated by 
Aaron Cushley

Ages 5 - 7

A humorous but informative introduction to 

size and distance

• How does a skyscraper stay up? This 

book explains the maths and logic 

behind this question and many others 

about animals, the human body, 

engineering, Earth and space

• Fun approach to the topic of size 

comparisons

• Packed with STEM-related content









July

Pan Macmillan



9780753446010

Paperback 

July 2020
£6.99 

Mythbusters: Animal Errors
Clive Gifford

Ages 9 - 11

Debunk misconceptions and find out the 

truth about animals in Mythbusters: Animal 

Errors!

• A new series that straightens out the 

world’s most common misconceptions

• Easy-to-digest nuggets of information 

and quick-fire side stories will appeal to 

reluctant readers

• Fun, lively text and clear explanations 

steer you to the truth

• Curriculum-linked subject areas: 

science, history, the natural world and 

the human body



9780753446027

Paperback 

July 2020
£6.99 

Mythbusters: 
Body Bloopers
Clive Gifford

Ages 9 - 11

Debunk misconceptions and find out the 

truth about the body in Mythbusters: Body 

Bloopers!

• A new series that straightens out the 

world’s most common misconceptions

• Easy-to-digest nuggets of information 

and quick-fire side stories will appeal to 

reluctant readers

• Fun, lively text and clear explanations 

steer you to the truth

• Curriculum-linked subject areas: 

science, history, the natural world and 

the human body





9780753445501

Paperback

July 2020

£5.99

Discover it Yourself: Nature 
at Risk & Pollution and 
Waste
Sally Morgan

These books are packed with scientific facts, 

experiments, and activities linked to pollution, 

waste and all things environmental

• These books bring a lively, hands-on approach 

to practical science experiments. Children can 

find almost everything they need for the 

experiments around the home

• Safe and fun science experiments use 

materials readily available

• Shows children how to look for ways to make 

the world a cleaner and safer place

• A focus on STEM topics

Ages 0 – 5

9780753445518

Paperback

July 2020

£5.99

Discover it Yourself: Nature at Risk Discover it Yourself: Pollution and Waste



9780753445129

Paperback

July 2020
£8.99

Basher STEM Junior

Ages 7 – 9 

In Basher’s STEM Junior series you’ll meet 40 vibrant personalities who are just itching to tell 
you more. Listen to their stories and you will be a STEM expert in no time

• Provides younger readers with a solid foundation in a core STEM subject

• Includes over 100 of Basher's trademark quirky illustrations

• Covers 40 topics in a fun and engaging way

9780753445136

Paperback

July 2020
£8.99

9780753445143

Paperback

July 2020
£8.99

9780753445150

Paperback

July 2020
£8.99



Junior STEM: Maths



Junior STEM: Science



Junior STEM: Engineering



Junior STEM: Technology



August

Pan Macmillan



9780753446041 

Paperback

August 2020
£3.99

It’s all about… 

Ages 7 - 9

9780753446058 

Paperback

August 2020
£3.99

Wild WeatherDeadly Dinosaurs

A collectable series filled with 

up-to-date stats and facts 

about a wide range of hot 

topics

• Each book comes with a free 

audio download so children 

can take their book 

wherever they go, 

• Each book has a  glossary 

that’s perfect for teaching 

and learning



Deadly Dinosaurs



Deadly Dinosaurs



It’s all about… 

Ages 7 - 9

9780753446065

Paperback

August 2020
£3.99

9780753446072 

Paperback

August 2020
£3.99

Snappy Sharks Super Solar System

A collectable series filled with 

up-to-date stats and facts 

about a wide range of hot 

topics

• Each book comes with a free 

audio download so children 

can take their book 

wherever they go

• Each book has a  glossary 

that’s perfect for teaching 

and learning



9780753446232

Paperback

August 2020
£7.99

Wheels & Wings

Ages 7 – 9 

Two visually stunning books – one about all 

kinds of wheels and one that covers all kinds of 

wings

• Contains fascinating, fun, and accessible 

information on every kind of wing, from 

aeroplane and bird wings to wings on 

angels, Greek goddesses, and mythical 

horses with plenty of STEM content

• Contains fascinating, fun, and accessible 

information on every kind of wheel, from 

water wheels and wagon wheels to potter’s 

wheels and penny farthings!

• An intriguing approach to a topic not 

usually covered in a standalone book

Tracey Turner, illustrated by 
Fatti Burke

Wheels

9780753445198 

Paperback

August 2020
£7.99

Wings







9780753445969 

Hardback

August 2020
£12.99

First Picture Atlas
Debbie Chancellor

Ages 5 - 7

The essential look-and-find first atlas for 

today's young readers

• A fully updated starter atlas packed with 

colourful, easy-to-understand maps and 

informative text

• Cute passport bookmark links with look-

and-find activities

• Introduces children to important map 

concepts such as grids and scales

• Major physical features and political 

divisions are shown







September

Pan Macmillan



Discover It Yourself: Garbage and Recycling 
& Energy and Power

Ages 7 - 9

9780753445525 

Paperback

September 2020
£5.99

9780753445532 

Paperback

September 2020
£5.99

Garbage and Recycling Energy and Power

The Discover It Yourself series lets children 

explore STEM topics in a practical and fun way, 

using materials in the home

• A focus on STEM topics

• Encourages scientific investigation and 

discovery

• Energy and Power teaches kids how to make 

a periscope, a rainbow, a sound cannon, 

some musical instruments and much more

• Garbage and Recycling shows readers how 

to sort rubbish for recycling, collect some 

animal decomposers, build their own 

compost heap and much more



9780753445945 

Board Book

September 2020
£4.99

Amazing Animals

Ages 7 - 9

9780753445921

Board Book

September 2020
£4.99

9780753445938 

Board Book

September 2020
£4.99

9780753445952 

Board Book

September 2020
£4.99

Ocean Adventures Forest Adventure

Rain Forest 
Adventure

Safari Adventure



9780753445976 

Paperback

September 2020
£7.99

Ultimate Gamer: Career 
Mode

Craig Steele, illustrated by 
Berat Pekmezci

Ages 9 - 11

Get levels ahead as a game dev, Twitch 

streamer or pro player in The Ultimate 

Gamer Guide: Career Mode

• Focuses on careers in gaming and the 

wider gaming community - not usually 

covered in detail in other gaming books

• Taps into the gaming industry valued at 

$137.9 billion in 2018

• 2.3 billion gamers in the world: 30% are 

children



*Sample spread*



*Sample spread*





December

Pan Macmillan



9780753446317 

Board Book

December 2020
£5.99

Animal Babies Around the 
House

Ages 0 - 5

Meet the cutest baby animals about the 

house in this interactive guessing game 

book

• Meet fluffy kittens, snuffling guinea pigs, 

and bouncing puppies in this super 

cute interactive guessing game book 

about baby animals around the house

• Interactive element encourages 

discussion between parent and child. 

Using the picture clues, can you guess 

the baby animal and its mummy?

• An early introduction to species and 

habitats for pre-schoolers



Board Books



Board Books



9780753446218 

Board Book

December 2020
£5.99

Animal Babies on the Farm

Ages 0 - 5

Meet the cutest baby animals about the 

house in this interactive guessing game 

book

• Meet pink piglets, chirpy chicks, and 

leggy lambs in this super cute 

interactive guessing game book about 

baby animals on the farm

• Interactive element encourages 

discussion between parent and child. 

Using the picture clues, can you guess 

the baby animal and its mummy?

• An early introduction to species and 

habitats for pre-schoolers



Board Books



Board Books



9780753446331

Board Book

December 2020
£5.99

Animal Babies in Polar 
Lands

Ages 0 - 5

Meet the cutest baby animals in polar 

lands in this interactive guessing game 

book

• Meet big-eyed seal pups, pecking 

penguins, and fluffy polar bear cubs in 

this supercute interactive guessing 

game book about baby animals in 

polar lands

• Interactive element encourages 

discussion between parent and child. 

Using the picture clues, can you guess 

the baby animal and its mummy?

• An early introduction to species and 

habitats for pre-schoolers



Board Books



Board Books



9780753446324 

Board Book

December 2020
£5.99

Animal Babies in the 
Forest

Ages 0 - 5

Meet the cutest baby animals in rainforests 

in this interactive guessing game book

• Meet mischievous monkeys, colourful 

frogs, and slow-moving sloths in this 

super-cute interactive guessing game 

book about baby animals in rain forests

• Interactive element encourages 

discussion between parent and child. 

Using the picture clues, can you guess 

the baby animal and its mummy?

• An early introduction to species and 

habitats for pre-schoolers



Board Books





January

Pan Macmillan



9780753446355

Paperback

January 2021
£3.99

It’s all about… Beastly Bugs 
& It’s all about… Riotous Rainforests

Ages 0 - 5

• Packed with up-to-date information, facts, and stats on the world's tropical rain forests and beastly 

bugs

• Illustrated and with high-quality photographs 

• Free downloadable audio

Beastly Bugs

9780753446348

Paperback

January 2021
£3.99

Riotous Rainforests

Beastly Bugs

January 2021

Riotous 
Rainforests

January 2021



9780753446355

Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

It’s all about… Beastly Bugs 
& It’s all about… Riotous Rainforests

Ages 0 - 5

•
Step into the shoes of an ecologist! Find out all about the environment and the flora and fauna 

that make up our world and what we can do to help protect it

• Step into the shoes of a paleontologist! Find out all about the age of dinosaurs and how you could 

become a dino detective

• Bite-size information for young readers with fun illustrations and activities throughout

Eco Detective in Training

9780753445990

Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

Dino Detective in Training

Eco Detective 
In Training

January 2021

Dino Detective 
in Training

January 2021

Tracey Turner, illustrated by Sarah Lawrence 



9780753446195

Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

Activists Assemble –
Equality for Everyone

Ages 0 - 5

A call to action for all young activists, 

giving them the information, inspiration, 

and practical advice they need to get 

their voices heard

• Inspirational profiles of the women and 

men who challenged inequality and 

changed the course of history

• Packed with challenges and practical 

activities to encourage children to 

stand up and make a difference



SPECIAL SALES

Pan Macmillan



Pack ISBN: 9781447253235 

CD Boxset

Julia Donaldson Collection x 10 CD Box Set

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• The Gruffalo 9781405005180

• Room on the Broom 9781405047302

• A Squash and a Squeeze 9781405050524

• The Smartest Giant in Town 9781405050500

• The Snail and the Whale 9781405050531

• The Gruffalo Song and Other Songs 9781405051200

• The Gruffalo's Child 9781405052290

• Charlie Cook's Favourite Book 9781405092005 

• What the Ladybird Heard 9780230746510

• The Troll 9780230704091

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN: 9781529034264

Set x 6 shrink-wrapped

Milly Molly Set x 6 shrink-wrapped

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• Milly-Molly-Mandy Stories   9781529010688

• More of Milly-Molly-Mandy  9781529010695

• Further Doings of Milly-Molly-Mandy  9781529010640

• Milly-Molly-Mandy Again  9781529010664

• Milly-Molly-Mandy & Co  9781529010657

• Milly-Molly-Mandy and Billy Blunt  9781529010671

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN: 9781509891184

x 5 shrink-wrapped

Glenn Murphy Science Sorted x 5 shrink-wrapped 

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• Space: The Whole Whizz-Bang Story  9781447226239

• Bodies: The Whole Blood-Pumping Story  9781447254591

• Evolution: The Whole Life on Earth Story 9781447254607

• Robots and the Whole Technology Story  9781447284871

• Predators: The Whole Tooth and Claw Story  9781447285045

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN: 9781529034134

Flexi Slipcase

Frank Cottrell-Boyce x 5 flexi slipcase

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• Millions 9781529008760

• Cosmic  9781529008777

• Framed  9781529008784

• The Astounding Broccoli Boy 9781529008807

• Sputnik's Guide to Life on Earth  9781529008814

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN:  9781529034417

Set Shrink-Wrapped

Elizabeth Laird Set x 3 shrink-wrapped

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• Oranges in No Man's Land 9781509802920

• A Little Piece of Ground 9781509887637

• Kiss the Dust 9781509826728

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN:  9781509880348

Set Shrink-Wrapped

Eva Ibbottson set x 3

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• The Dragonfly Pool 9781447265658

• Journey to the River Sea 9781447265689

• The Star of Kazan 9781447265726

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN: 9781509880218

Set shrink-wrapped

Princess Mirror-Belle Set shrink-wrapped 

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• Princess Mirror-Belle  9781509880225

• Princess Mirror-Belle and the Party Hoppers  9781509880232

• Princess Mirror-Belle and the Magic Shoes 9781509880249

• Princess Mirror-Belle and Prince Precious Paws  9781509880256

• Princess Mirror-Belle and the Flying Horse  9781509880263

• Princess Mirror-Belle and the Sea Monster's Cave  9781509880270

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN: 9781509839827

Book Set

13 Storey Treehouse  x 5 Book Set

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• The 13-Storey Treehouse 9781447279785

• The 26-Storey Treehouse 9781447279808

• The 39-Storey Treehouse 9781447281580

• The 52-Storey Treehouse 9781447287575

• The 65-Storey Treehouse 9781447287599

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN: 9780753474662

Box Set 

Amazing Machines: Big Truckload of Fun x 14  set, box 
set

Ages 0 - 5

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN: 9781529017311

Story Collection in Carry Bag 

The Julia Donaldson Story Collection in a carry bag

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• What the Ladybird Heard  9781509801459

• The Troll  9781529017687

• The Paper Dolls  9781509801282

• The Gruffalo's Child  9781529017557

• The Gruffalo  9781529017595

• The Snail and the Whale  9781529017618

• Room on the Broom  9781529017649

• Monkey Puzzle  9781529017656

• Cave Baby  9781529017663

• Tyrannosaurus Drip  9781529017670

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale



Pack ISBN: 9781529040081

Picture Book Collection

Emily Gravett Collection

Ages 0 - 5

Pack includes: 

• Blue Chameleon 9781509841264

• Dogs 9781509841257

• Matilda's Cat 9781447218623

• Monkey and Me 9781509841288

• Wolf Won't Bite 9781509884728

• Old Hat   9781447274001

• Again  (cover with die-cut)  9781509836598

• Tidy  (cover with flaps and die-cut, die-cut inside 

pages)9781447273998

Please contact your rep for price and availability 

Stock available now

Special 
Sale


